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Wesley Baker , Ph. This frees in-class time for students to practice and apply concepts they learned through
the out-of-class materials. An added benefit is that the professor is freed to guide students one-on-one and to
provide assistance with exercises in class. Up until this point, Baker was forced to transport his own
equipment across campus to class to display information for his students. The newly launched Cedarnet, an
on-campus computer network, and accompanying classroom computers and projectors allowed Baker to place
his presentations on the campus network for easy access. Baker remembers vividly one day in class when he
was clicking through slides and students were copying down the information in their notes. In the middle of
the lecture, a sudden realization came to him. The presentation is on the network. Baker had been toying with
the idea of using traditional distance learning technologies to deliver class content on a residential campus.
Now he had the technical ability and practical reasons to implement this concept in his class. When he got
back to his office, he sketched out a new model for class that changed the role of the class instructor from
lecturer to guide. The name came to him when he was conducting a workshop on the approach to some
Cedarville faculty in A grant extended the workshops to other states, and Baker worked with faculty from
New York to Oregon and Wisconsin to Texas, introducing them to the model as well. In , after four years of
conducting scores of workshops, Baker decided to pull back from traveling so he could concentrate more on
his teaching in media. He had run across a reference to the model in some reading and decided to see what had
happened to his idea since his last involvement. What he discovered surprised him: Through the work of
others who independently developed similar concepts, the model had taken on a life of its own, though the
name Baker attached to it continued to be used. Academic research and practical applications of the idea had
created a buzz around the model that Baker had never expected. For instance, some faculty who were trained
by Baker decided to conduct empirical research on the effectiveness of the approach for dissertations. I just
had no idea at the time that it was going to be as big a thing as it is. Applications of the model have been made
at a number of domestic and international academic institutions, including The Pennsylvania State University,
the University of Toronto, Philadelphia University, The University of Kansas and many others. Baker
continues to receive inquiries about the model from many of these educators, including college faculty in
Germany and Singapore. Inspiring greatness for over years, Cedarville is a Christ-centered learning
community recognized nationally for rigorous academic programs, strong graduation and retention rates,
accredited professional and health science offerings and leading student satisfaction ratings. Visit the
University online at www.
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Compare and contrast the narrative strategies used to represent challenge and difference in two of the books
listed here. Despite the many varieties of books however, most of them share certain characteristics, which aid
the child in understanding the text and interpreting meaning from it. These characteristics are evident in the
category of books that come under the genre of realistic fiction. Unique in that it does not attempt to
sugar-coat touchy issues, realistic fiction honestly tells it like it is, warts and all. The books reassure them that
they are not the only ones in that particular situation. Two examples of junior fiction books that have the
protagonists deal with everyday problems faced by children are The Wacky World of Wesley Baker and
Hannah plus One. Hannah, meanwhile, worries that she will be lonely once her mother delivers the new baby.
While Hannah plus One may be aimed at a younger audience than The Wacky World of Wesley Baker, both
books relate the plots chronologically. The stories are developed progressively over the chapters, with both
protagonists facing various little obstacles along the way that they have to overcome. Both feature
person-against-person conflicts that are finally resolved at the end of the stories. Hannah has to come to terms
with her family that the arrival of her new sibling will not translate into her being neglected by the other
family members and Wesley has to prove to his father that he can in fact be good at sports. The reader is aware
of the thoughts and feeling of the two protagonists through two different points of view. S he is able to get an
insight into the minds of the two protagonists and understand the motivations behind their actions and
behaviours. The first person narrative reduces the distance between the reader and Wesley, so that s he can
easily identify with him. Can you imagine it? The light-hearted tone of the narrator Wesley reflects his
easygoing nature, which in part helps him to overcome his problems. The third person limited narrative in
Hannah plus One inhibits much emotional response from the reader to it, as it is rather detached. Yet, the two
stories would be boring and incomplete without the assembly of secondary characters, who exist to frustrate,
support and challenge Wesley and Hannah. Nodelman notes that theorists have categorised characters into
being either flat or round. Flat characters are, like the name suggests, one-dimensional while the round ones
have more depth and complexity to them â€” they develop as the story progresses The majority of the
characters in the two books belong to the second category. In the earlier chapters of the book, it appears that
the only purpose they serve in the story is to bully Hannah and make her feel left out. They tease her
mercilessly about the imaginary friend they think she has and use rulers to hit her shins. His father refuses to
acknowledge that Wesley is not athletically-inclined and constantly harangues him for his lack of talent
thereof. But Wesley, being the dutiful son, never complains and just continues to bear with the physical
trainings conducted by his father. It is only when Wesley is hospitalised that his father realises that things need
to be changed. His attitude towards her changes drastically from loathing to mutual respect as he realises that
the two of them are more similar than he had previously thought. But as he interacts with her more, he begins
to understand her better and even grudgingly likes her company. Angry at being always left out in the family,
Hannah starts lashing out violently, hitting a classmate and bashing a sunflower. She attributes her violent
tendencies to her alter-ego, Megan. Through Megan, Hannah is able to vent her frustrations and express
herself in ways she would not dare to as Hannah. But the need for Megan soon reduces after Hannah realises
that she can handle situations on her own. Hannah interacts mainly with her parents and twin sisters, though a
late development in the story results in her doing detention for hitting the above-mentioned classmate. She
feels left out in the family, as her parents have each other, just like the twins. This distinct line of separation is
especially evident between the twins and Hannah. Before they go to bed at night, Lena, Sue and Hannah move
the photos: The two elder twins offer advice to Hannah regarding her detention punishment and wait for her
after the session. These two stories offer an accurate and honest view of problems that could be faced by any
reader. While the problems may be explained through various narrative strategies, these strategies are only
secondary to the most important thing in a book â€” the story that the author has to tell. Bibliography
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